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The Human Papillomavirus (HPV) strains 16 and 18 are the two most common HPV strains that lead to cases of genital cancer. HPV is the most commonly sexually transmitted disease, resulting in more than fourteen million cases per year in the United States alone. When left untreated, HPV leads to high risks of cervical, vaginal, vulvar, anal, and penile cancers. In 1983 and 1984 in Germany, physician Harald zur Hausen found that two HPV strains, HPV-16 and HPV-18, caused cervical cancer in women. In the early twenty first century, pharmaceutical companies Merck & Co. and GlaxoSmithKline created HPV vaccines protecting against HPV-16 and HPV-18, which have reduced the number of HPV infections by fifty-six percent in the US. Discovering HPV strains 16 and 18 allowed physicians to test for those cancer-causing cell populations using Pap smears, a diagnostic tool that collects cells from the woman's cervix to identify cancerous cases of HPV infection. By identifying the cancerous strains of HPV-16 and HPV-18 and utilizing preventative measures such as the Pap smear and HPV vaccines, scientists and doctors have reduced the rates of cervical cancer and other HPV-related cancers.

HPV and cervical cancer research started with the study of genital warts caused by sexually transmitted viruses with the idea that genital warts eventually led to genital cancers, primarily cervical cancer. In 1928 in the US, physician George Papanikolaou developed early versions of the Pap smear test, a screening test that collects and analyzes cells scraped from the woman's cervix, as a diagnostic test primarily for cervical cancer. Pap smear samples showed one of the first observations of cancer in cervical cells. Harald zur Hausen started his research on HPV after reviewing medical reports that discussed cases of HPV genital warts that progressed to cervical cancer in female patients, and in 1976, he published his hypothesis that HPV caused cervical cancer in the article, "Condylomata Acuminata and Human Genital Cancer.

In his experiments, zur Hausen looked for HPV DNA in genital warts and tumor samples. In the samples, he first identified DNA from HPV strains 6 and 11, two common HPV types that cause genital warts. If HPV strains 6 and 11 from genital warts caused cancer, zur Hausen hypothesized that he would find those same strains in cervical tumor samples. Zur Hausen analyzed cervical tumor samples and found a low prevalence of HPV-6 and HPV-11, but noticed other HPV DNA in the cervical tumor samples that he identified as HPV strains 16 and 18. He then looked for the DNA of HPV strains 16 and 18 in both genital warts and genital tumor samples. He discovered very little HPV-16 and HPV-18 DNA in the genital warts samples and a high prevalence of HPV-16 and HPV-18 DNA in the genital tumor samples. From those results, zur Hausen concluded that HPV-6 and HPV-11 caused genital warts, not cancer, and HPV-16 and HPV-18 caused cervical cancer.

Following zur Hausen's isolation HPV DNA and finding HPV strains 16 and 18 in cervical tumors, scientists began identifying more types of HPV. By identifying more types of HPV and looking for their DNA in tumors, scientists built evidence that some strains of HPV caused cervical cancer and looked for solutions to prevent cervical cancer. Researchers have identified over 150 types of HPV, linking multiple HPV types to HPV-related conditions of warts and cancerous tumors. Scientists have linked other HPV strains, such as HPV-31, HPV-33, and HPV-35, to cervical cancer. Current research correlates HPV infections with an increase in oral cancers, supported by prevalence of HPV-16 DNA in throat cancer tumors. While HPV-16 primarily is known to cause cervical cancer, HPV-16 is also associated with oral cancers due to HPV transmission through oral sex.

HPV is spread sexually through genital skin contact. Subsequent, infection of the epithelial cells, the cells that line the cavities of organs, leads to increased risks of cancer. HPV infection occurs when HPV integrates its own DNA with the DNA in the body's cells. If successful, the HPV DNA is expressed in the body's cells. The cells that express HPV DNA are called permissive cells. Permissive cells enable viral HPV replication, which causes the HPV infection persist in the body. Persistent HPV infections occur when the HPV DNA successfully survives in the body, resulting in long-term chronic infections.

Physicians treat symptoms, such as genital warts caused by HPV-6 and HPV-11, with medication, but medication is not always necessary. HPV infections can eventually go away on its own, though scientists are not entirely sure how. Physicians use Pap smears not only to detect cervical cancer but also HPV-16 and HPV-18 strains that might later lead to cancer. Abnormal Pap smears show abnormal cervical cells, changes primarily caused by HPV-16 and HPV-18. In most cases, abnormal cervical cells revert to normal cells as the HPV infection often resolving on its own. Over time, however, if the cervical cells remain abnormal and if physicians are able to detect the abnormalities early, they remove the cells from the body to prevent the cells from leading to cancer. As of 2016, scientists and physicians have not found treatments for HPV after infection has already occurred and have not found complete explanations as to why HPV infections resolve on their own.
Physicians and scientists advocate for HPV vaccination, a preventative measure to reduce the risk of genital warts and cervical cancer caused by HPV strains 6, 11, 16, and 18. Pharmaceutical companies Merck & Co. and GlaxoSmithKline created two HPV vaccines, Gardasil and Cervarix in the first decade of the twenty-first century. The HPV vaccines act as a preventative method to protect against HPV-related cancers. Gardasil is a vaccine that protects against the HPV strains 6, 11, 16, and 18, which commonly cause both genital warts and cervical cancer. Cervarix is a vaccine that only protects against HPV strains 16 and 18, which primarily cause cervical cancer. Since the HPV vaccine is a preventative measure against HPV, a sexually transmitted disease, the vaccine is intended for young children before they become sexually active to ensure immunity. If the child is vaccinated before he or she becomes sexually active, the child develops immunity by having the antibodies that will recognize and fight off the HPV infection if the child does contract HPV. The HPV vaccine is less effective in sexually active adults because they most likely have already been exposed to HPV.

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved Gardasil for use in both boys and girls because Gardasil protects against the HPV strains that cause genital warts, symptoms that occur in both men and women. Cervarix, on the other hand, is approved only for use in girls as it only protects against the HPV strains that cause cervical cancer, HPV-15 and HPV-18. Current research demonstrates the effectiveness of the HPV vaccines, showing a significant reduction in cervical cancer prevalence in women. Studies conducted in 2009 and 2012 demonstrated that Gardasil showed a forty-three percent efficacy rate for protecting against cervical cancer and that Cervarix demonstrated a ninety-three percent efficacy rate for protecting against cervical cancer. As of 2016, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported that Merck & Co. is working on a new HPV vaccine that protects against nine types of HPV, since more HPV types have been identified and linked to cervical cancer than just HPV-16 and HPV-18.

Following the production of HPV vaccines, some groups disapproved of HPV vaccination. HPV vaccines are sometimes opposed because the vaccines are primarily intended for young children. Some parents who are against vaccinating their children believe that the HPV vaccines may promote promiscuous behavior, are unsafe, or are ineffective. While the US government does not require HPV vaccination, some states have mandated or strongly recommended HPV vaccination as a health precaution for their students. In 2013, the CDC reported that thirty-five percent of adolescent boys and fifty-seven percent of adolescent girls received one or more doses of the HPV vaccine.
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